1. Verification of the scores of the tournament is the responsibility of the host post. Flighting of the scores will be the responsibility of the Department Golf Committee.

2. The total scores of 36 holes (18 in case of rain) for all golfers will be arranged in ascending order and divided into three (3) flights as equal as possible without splitting scores. The flight with the lowest scores will be “Flight A”, next lowest will be “Flight B”, and the highest scoring will be “Flight C”.

3. Prize funds collected from all entrants, whether the entrant played or not, will be presented by the host post to the Department Golf Committee along with all entry forms, scorecards and a list of all entrants (electronic or paper format) with scores within 3 days after the tourney. The submitted prize fund will be divided into three equal amounts for distribution to each flight.

4. In the event of a tie for 1st place in any flight, all golfers with the winning score will be declared co-winners and each will be awarded equal trophies/prize money.

5. Trophies will be awarded to the winner of Flight A (the tournament champion) and the lowest score in the following categories: Past Department Commander, District Commander, Post Commander, Father and Son (Parent & Child), Golden Eagle (over 75 years), Silver Eagle (65-74 years), Senior (55-64 years), and Post Team (four golfers from the same post with the lowest combined score) and the SAL entry. All trophies will be purchased with money budgeted by the Department for the Golf Committee.

6. Prize money distribution will be based on a payoff chart approved by the Department Golf Committee. This chart is attached and made a part of these rules. Ties for places with different prize amounts are paid by combining the money for those places and then divided equally by the number of golfers tying with that score. The prize chart may be adjusted to pay a minimum of $10 to any winner.

7. Final standings of the tournament showing finishing places and prize money won (if any) will be posted on the Department website or available by mail upon request to the Department or the Department Golf Committee Chairman. All money won by golfers will be mailed in the form of a check issued by the Department.